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Vortex line topology during vortex tube reconnection
P. McGavin and D. I. Pontin
Division of Mathematics, University of Dundee, Dundee, DD1 4HN, UK
(Dated: April 30, 2018)
This paper addresses reconnection of vortex tubes, with particular focus on the topology of the
vortex lines (field lines of the vorticity). This analysis of vortex line topology reveals previously
undiscovered features of the reconnection process, such as the generation of many small flux rings,
formed when reconnection occurs in multiple locations in the vortex sheet between the tubes. Con-
sideration of three-dimensional reconnection principles leads to a robust measurement of the re-
connection rate, even once instabilities break the symmetry. It also allows us to identify internal
reconnection of vortex lines within the individual vortex tubes. Finally, the introduction of a third
vortex tube is shown to render the vortex reconnection process fully three-dimensional, leading to
a fundamental change in the topological structure of the process. An additional interesting feature
is the generation of vorticity null points.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Vortices are observed on a wide range of scales in
fluids and in many different domains, from the mete-
orological (e.g. hurricanes, tidal currents) to the man-
made (e.g. from wingtips of aircraft, rotors) and even
the natural world, where birds utilise them in flight to
maintain a ‘V’ formation. While vortex tubes tend to
have well-defined identities, under certain circumstances
their topology has been observed to change, in a pro-
cess known as vortex reconnection. Studies of vortex re-
connection took off following the work of [1], who dis-
cussed the reconnection of wingtip vortices; [2] discussed
the relevance of these wingtip vortices for air traffic con-
trol. The study of vortex reconnection is also motivated
by the proposed turbulent cascade induced during the
process [e.g. 3], that has been implicated in jet noise
[4]. Recently, experimental advances have allowed the
study of vortex reconnection in more complicated three-
dimensional (3D) configurations: [5] showed a method
of 3D printing hydrofoils to generate vortices, including
knotted vortices whose evolution was viewed with the
help of micro-bubbles.
Motivated by Crow’s work many studies of vortex
reconnection have studied the interaction of two anti-
parallel vortex tubes subject to a sinusoidal perturba-
tion, starting with the work of [6] who focussed on the
approach phase of the perturbed vortex tubes. [7, 8] fol-
lowed the evolution after the onset of reconnection, and
first noted the importance of the ‘bridging’ process of re-
connected field lines, that eventually chokes off the recon-
nection (this bridging having previously been described
in the reconnection of a trefoil knot vortex by [9]). [10]
studied the effects of compressibility, noting that it re-
duces the stretching in the bridges, leading to a reduction
in the peak vorticity. [4] performed a systematic study
varying the Reynolds number (Re) and noted amongst
other things the onset of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
that breaks the symmetry of the process. [11] performed
high-Re simulations of reconnecting anti-parallel vortex
tubes with and without axial flow. Other studied config-
urations include the collision of two vortex rings [3, 12]
and more recently the self-reconnection of a trefoil knot
[5].
The aim of this paper is to provide a new perspective
on these elementary vortex reconnections by invoking a
body of theory developed over the last 20 years or so
to understand reconnection of magnetic fields. We will
measure robustly where and how quickly the topology of
the vorticity field is changed by the reconnection process,
and how this evolution of the topology influences the dy-
namics. This is compared with the classical analyses of
vortex tube reconnection described above.
Our analysis, which focusses on topological proper-
ties of vortex lines during the interaction, leads to the
discovery of new features to the reconnection process.
These features were not discovered by previous studies
which examined the reconnection using only isosurfaces
of vorticity – they become apparent only when vortex
line topology is considered. One such feature is internal
vortex line reconnection within the tubes and its relation
to the helicity, that has recently been highlighted in an
experimental study [13]. One of the major recent break-
throughs in magnetic reconnection theory is the reali-
sation that two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional
(3D) reconnection (that is, reconnection for which the
magnetic field is locally 2D or 3D in the immediate vicin-
ity of the reconnection site) are fundamentally different
[14, 15]. As such we first study the interaction of an iso-
lated pair of anti-parallel vortex tubes – which turn out
to reconnect ‘in a 2D manner’ – before considering the
addition of a third vortex tube that renders the recon-
nection process fully 3D. Prior to describing our results,
we introduce in the following section the necessary theo-
retical background.
B. Theory of reconnection
In an inviscid barotropic fluid, vorticity field lines
(hereafter vortex lines) are material lines, meaning that
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2all fluid elements that initially lie on the same vortex line
will remain connected by a vortex line at later time, since
D
Dt
(
ω
ρ
)
=
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ω
ρ
· ∇
)
v, (1)
which can be compared to the evolution equation of a
material line element [16, 17]. However, when viscos-
ity is introduced to the system this ‘frozen in’ condition
may break down. There exists a direct analogue to the
process in high magnetic Reynolds number Rm plasmas.
For a perfectly conducting plasma the magnetic field is
frozen into the plasma (obeying an equation identical to
1, where ω is replaced by the magnetic field B), while
a large but finite conductivity permits a breakdown of
the frozen-in condition. The parallels between vortex re-
connection and magnetic reconnection in plasmas are de-
scribed in detail by [18]. The parallels between magnetic
and vortex reconnection can be understood by compar-
ing the Navier-Stokes equation for a barotropic fluid in
the form
−∂v
∂t
−∇
(
p˜+
v2
2
− 4
3
ν∇ · v
)
+ v ×ω = ν∇×ω, (2)
where∇p˜ = (1/ρ)∇p, with the following plasma equation
obtained from Maxwell’s equations and Ohm’s law:
−∂A
∂t
−∇φ+ v ×B = 1
µ0σ
∇×B, (3)
where B = ∇×A, φ is a gauge potential for the electric
field, and v is the plasma velocity. The magnetic perme-
ability µ0 and electrical conductivity σ can be combined
into the magnetic diffusivity, η = 1/(µ0σ). Comparing
these two equations leads to the following associations:
A ↔ v B ↔ ω,
φ ↔ p˜+ v22 − 43ν(∇ · v) η = 1µσ ↔ ν. (4)
Using these parallels, we seek to understand the structure
of vortex reconnection. However, a fundamental differ-
ence between vortex and magnetic reconnection should
be noted: while the vorticity and velocity fields are di-
rectly dependent in hydrodynamics, the magnetic field
and bulk velocity in a plasma are not [for further discus-
sion see e.g. 19].
Since different conventions appear is the literature, we
begin by defining what we mean by vortex reconnection.
As pointed out by [20, 21] the reconnection of vortex lines
is critically different from the ‘reconnection’ of vorticity
isosurfaces: it is only the former that is prohibited in
an inviscid fluid. In other words, vortex line reconnec-
tion, which is prohibited in an ideal evolution, is distinct
from vortex tube reconnection, which may occur under
ideal deformations (the vortex tubes being defined by
isosurfaces of |ω|). Herein we define vortex reconnec-
tion as a change in the topology of the vorticity (vector)
field, i.e. vortex line reconnection. Note that two vorticity
fields are topologically equivalent if and only if one field
can be transformed into the other by means of a smooth
(continuously differentiable) deformation. Equivalently,
some smooth ideal evolution (flow) can transform one
field into the other. Such an evolution between topolog-
ically equivalent fields preserves all linkages or knotted-
ness of field lines within the volume as well as all connec-
tions of vortex lines between co-moving boundary points.
With these definitions we follow the general magnetic re-
connection framework of [22] in defining reconnection as
the breakdown of field line conservation – i.e. the connec-
tion between fluid elements by vorticity field lines – this
being equivalent to a change of the topology of the vortic-
ity field. Note that in order to be defined as reconnection,
this change of topology must be due to a local non-ideal
evolution (as opposed to e.g. a global diffusion). The
relationship between topology and reconnection in this
sense is discussed in more detail for the magnetic case
by [23]. A number of caveats should be noted. First,
this definition is not equivalent to the definition of [24],
who restrict their attention to axisymmetric flows, and
end up with a definition of reconnection that is not syn-
onymous with change of vortex line connectivity. Note
further that while a strictly isolated non-ideal region is
typically realised for magnetic reconnection in high-Rm
plasmas, this may not always be the case for vortex recon-
nection, for example in vortex rings with swirl as noted by
[24]. Finally, the general magnetic/vorticity reconnection
framework that we adopt relies on laminar fields – the
extension of the notion to turbulent magnetic/vorticity
fields was presented by [25].
When categorising reconnection processes, the first dis-
tinction that needs to be made is between 2D reconnec-
tion – in which the vortex lines lie locally in a plane –
and 3D reconnection where all three components of the
vorticity field are non-zero (except perhaps at isolated
points). We also consider further below the possibility of
vortex line annihilation, which occurs when vortex lines
that are one dimensional are brought together (either at
a zero plane of vorticity or at an ‘O-point’) – this is not
true reconnection but involves a loss of vorticity flux [26].
2D reconnection occurs at X-type null points of the
vorticity field. This type of reconnection occurs in many
simulations of vortex tube reconnection, either due to the
initial anti-parallel geometry of the tubes, or because the
dynamics of the tubes as they approach conspire to bring
them together locally anti-parallel [e.g. 27, 28]. Sam-
ple vortex lines showing the X-point structure are shown
in Figure 1 from our simulations of reconnecting anti-
parallel vortex tubes (see below). Field lines break at the
X-point, and connect with partners in the opposite tube,
leading to the formation of two differently connected vor-
tex tubes. This cut-and-connect of individual pairs of
field lines in 2D reconnection is a manifestation of the
fact that the field lines can be considered as being frozen
into a virtual flow that is singular at the X-point where
the cut and connect occurs [24, 29].
It can be demonstrated as follows that the rate at
which vorticity flux is reconnected can be measured by
3(a)
(b)
FIG. 1. Selected vortex lines during the interaction of
anti-parallel vortex tubes (red, threads; cyan, reconnected
bridges). Shading on the end planes and in the volume shows
|ω|. Taken from the simulation described in Section II at (a)
t = 30, (b) t = 45.
integrating (∇ × ω) along the extension of this X-type
null into three-dimensions, sometimes termed the ‘X-
line’. Consider the rate of change of vorticity flux through
the surface, S, whose boundary is the yellow-green loop
in Figure 1(b):
∂
∂t
∫
S
ω · ndS =
∫
S
∂ω
∂t
· ndS
=
∫
S
[∇× (v × ω)− ν∇× (∇× ω)] · n dS,
= −ν
∮
∂S
(∇× ω) · dl (5)
where the final equality follows by applying Stokes’ The-
orem and noting that ω = 0 along the integration path.
Thus the rate at which vorticity flux is converted from
threads (red vortex lines in Figure 1) to bridges (cyan)
can be measured by integrating the component of (∇×ω)
along the X-line (yellow) – since ω = ∇× ω = 0 on the
green portion of the loop.
Turning now to reconnection in a fully 3D vorticity
or magnetic field, Schindler et al. [22] demonstrated
(a)
(b)
FIG. 2. Vorticity fieldlines (a) before and (b) after 3-D recon-
nection. The shaded sphere in (a) represents the non-ideal
region, within which (∇× ω) · ω 6= 0.
in their general magnetic reconnection framework that
this process requires the existence of a localised region
within which the electric field E has a non-zero com-
ponent parallel to the magnetic field, denoted E‖. The
rate of change of connectivity between plasma elements
is then measured by finding the supremum of this quan-
tity over all field lines passing through the region in which
E ·B 6= 0: (∫ E‖dl)max . Noting that E = −∂A/∂t−∇φ
and using the analogies drawn in Equation (4), the 3D
vortex reconnection rate is therefore given by(
ν
∫
∇× ω · dl
)
max
, (6)
the integral being performed with respect to arc length
along vortex lines, and the supremum being taken over
all vortex lines threading a localised reconnection region,
i.e. a region in which (∇×ω) ·ω 6= 0. The detailed theo-
retical development describing how this integral quanti-
fies the rate of change of flux connectivity, making use of
an Euler potential representation, is presented by [22, 30].
3D reconnection in the absence of vorticity nulls is illus-
trated in Figure 2. Consider a single vortex tube, within
which exists a localised region of (∇×ω) ·ω 6= 0 (marked
as a grey sphere). The existence of this non-ideal region
implies a rotational ‘slipping’ of field lines that are inte-
grated from either side of the non-ideal region [30–32].
The reconnection acts to change the flux through the
green and blue surfaces in the Figure, despite there be-
ing no relative rotation between the two end planes. A
key feature is that field line connectivity change no longer
occurs at a single point or line, but throughout the region
in which (∇ × ω) · ω 6= 0 [14]. For a detailed review of
2D and 3D magnetic reconnection theory, the reader is
referred to [33], and references therein.
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FIG. 3. Vortex lines in the vicinity of (a) 3D null point, and
(b) a separator. After [33].
To complete our review of the properties of reconnec-
tion, we note that one feature of a 3D magnetic field
known to be a likely site for reconnection is a 3D mag-
netic null point. The rate at which flux is reconnected
at a 3D null can be evaluated – by extension of [22] –
using Equation (6), as shown by [34]. As we shall see
below, in some of our simulations pairs of 3D vorticity
null points (isolated points at which ω = 0) are created.
3D vorticity null points are always created in pairs with
opposite topological degree [e.g. 19]. The topology of the
field lines in their vicinity is described by a ‘spine’ curve
and a separatrix (or ‘fan’) surface, as shown in Figure
3(a). The orientations of these structures can be found
by calculating the eigenvectors of the Jacobian of the vor-
ticity field at the null point [19, 35]. If the separatrices
of two null points intersect one another, the field line
determining this intersection is known as a ‘separator’,
and such separators are also proposed to be likely sites
for magnetic reconnection. The presence of separators in
the vorticity field during a vortex reconnection event is
noted below.
II. SIMULATION SETUP
The initial configuration that we consider comprises
two straight anti-parallel vortex tubes aligned to the x-
axis, with their axes located at y = ±1, z = −9. Specifi-
cally, in cylindrical coordinates (r,φ,z′) centred on the
tube axis we take v = vφeφ = ω0tanh(18r
2)/16r eφ,
which leads to a vorticity distribution
ω = ωz′ez′ = − ω0
cosh2(8r2)
ez′ . (7)
We set ω0 = ±1 for the two tubes, such that each vortex
tube has a circulation of pi/8.
A perturbation is applied that affects a displacement
of the vortex tubes in the positive-z direction, localised
around the x = 0 plane – see Figure 4(a). The vor-
ticity distribution within the tubes (7) is chosen to en-
sure that in the initial state the vorticity flux connect-
ing between the tubes is negligible. The curvature in-
troduced to the vortex tubes induces a velocity that is
locally directed along the binormal vector of the vor-
tex lines. The geometry of the perturbation therefore
means that the tubes will rotate and press against each
other, eventually forming a vortex sheet. The perturba-
tion is achieved by applying a deformation of the form
z → z + cos6(pix6 ) , x ∈ [−3, 3], and then calculating the
pull-back on the 1-form v [36]. This ensures that the
vorticity field lines are also deformed as per the pertur-
bation (though note that the velocity field is no longer
divergence-free). Generating the perturbation in this way
allows us to preserve the exact divergence-free nature of
the vorticity field, avoiding the complications described
by, e.g., [7]. We note further that this Gaussian initial
condition for ω – together with the use of a finite dif-
ference code – avoids, by construction, the issues of nu-
merical noise in the initial condition discussed by [37]
that hampered previous studies that initialised the vor-
tex tubes with compact support.
When discussing the reconnection process in the next
section we will refer to certain planes to aid discussion.
The x = 0 plane will be referred to as the ‘symmetry
plane’ due to the symmetry of the velocity field about
this plane. The y = 0 plane will be referred to as the
‘dividing plane’ as prior to reconnection it divides the
flux of the two vortex tubes. The primary reconnection
process will involve a transfer of vorticity flux from the
symmetry plane to the dividing plane.
For computational expediency and to isolate the flow
within the simulated domain we choose to employ peri-
odic boundaries that are closed to the flow at x = ±3,
y = ±6, z = ±12. Thus an additional pair of vortex
tubes is positioned at z = 9, y = ±1, with vorticity
sign and perturbation anti-symmetric about the z = 0
plane to those of the tubes located at z = −9. The peri-
odic perturbation satisfies the boundary condition in x,
and to obtain an initial condition periodic in y and z a
9× 9 array of image vortices is constructed. Here we re-
strict our study to the pair of tubes contained within the
sub-domain x ∈ [−3, 3], y ∈ [−6, 6], z ∈ [−12, 0]. The
simulation is terminated before the evolution is signifi-
cantly affected by any of the image vortex tubes – this
was verified by repeating selected simulations in larger
5domains.
The simulations are conducted using a 3D code devel-
oped and thoroughly tested for hydrodynamic and mag-
netohydrodynamic problems [38, 39]. This is a high-order
finite difference code using staggered grids to maintain
conservation of physical quantities. The derivative oper-
ators are sixth-order in space – meaning that numerical
diffusion is minimised – while the interpolation operators
are fifth-order. The solution is advanced in time using a
third-order explicit predictor-corrector method. We solve
the equations
∂(ρv)
∂t
= −∇ · (ρvv)−∇p+ µ
(
∇2v + 1
3
∇(∇ · v)
)
(8)
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρv) (9)
∂e
∂t
= −∇ · (ev)− p∇ · v
+µ
(
∂vi
∂xj
∂vi
∂xj
+
∂vj
∂xi
∂vi
∂xj
− 2
3
(∇ · v)2
)
(10)
where v is the fluid velocity, ρ the density, e the thermal
energy, p = (γ−1)e = 2e/3 the gas pressure, µ the viscos-
ity, and summation over repeated indices is assumed. We
emphasise that the equation of motion is written in the
form (8) – different to Equation (2) – to ensure conserva-
tion of momentum on the staggered grid for the employed
numerical scheme [38]. If a barotropic fluid is assumed
then Equation (8) is equivalent to Equations (2), (9), up
to vector identities. We have performed the simulations
both using the full energy equation (10) and an adiabatic
equation of state, and find both the qualitative and quan-
titative differences to be negligible. Here we present the
results of the simulations using the full system (8–10).
The viscosity is set explicitly to a constant value
throughout the volume. At t = 0 we set ρ = 0.1, e = 0.09,
uniform in the domain, giving a sound speed of 0.77 in
the non-dimensional code units. A grid resolution of
[120, 600, 480] is chosen for the sub-domain x ∈ [−3, 3],
y ∈ [−6, 6], z ∈ [−12, 0]. The grid is uniformly-spaced
in x and z, but is stretched along y so as to increase
the density of points in the vicinity of y = 0, in order
to better resolve the vortex sheet that forms there. In
line with previous studies we define the Reynolds num-
ber of our simulations to be Γ/(µ/ρ), where Γ is the tube
circulation at t = 0.
III. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE
RECONNECTION PROCESS
The simulations have been run for a series of Reynolds
numbers. We focus principally on a simulation with
Re = 4000, while notable variations of the results with
Re are mentioned. Qualitative properties of the evolution
can be seen in the inset images in Figure 4. The pertur-
bation applied to the vortex tubes at t = 0 leads to a
rotation of the two tube segments towards one another,
leading them to collide. As the vortex tubes approach
one another in the vicinity of y = 0, their cross-sections
each become stretched in the z-direction and squeezed in
the y-direction to form what we describe here as a ‘vortex
sheet’ geometry [6]. As these vortex sheets approach one
another they form a double vortex sheet at the centre of
which is an intense concentration of (∇× ω)z, as shown
in Figure 5. This is the quantity responsible for deter-
mining the reconnection rate, as discussed in Section I B.
As the double vortex sheet thins and intensifies, its
motion in the z-direction accelerates. At this value of Re
the double-vortex sheet reaches a sufficiently large aspect
ratio near the plane y = 0 that it undergoes a Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability [40], forming a ‘head-tail’ structure
as described by [8] – see Figure 5(b). Eventually the
symmetry about the y = 0 plane is broken by small (nu-
merical) fluctuations, as previously observed by [4] and
shown in Figure 5(c). It is worth noting that this instabil-
ity leads to a non-zero vorticity flux through the dividing
plane even in the absence of reconnection. For this rea-
son care must be taken when attributing measured flux
changes to the reconnection process. Post-reconnection,
the bridges form elliptical vortex rings (recall the peri-
odic boundary conditions in x) that exhibit Kelvin-wave
oscillations as they travel upward in z [as discussed in de-
tail by, e.g. 11]. Note that herein we use ‘vortex ring’ to
describe a structure characterised by closed vortex lines.
Note also that while the simulation is compressible, we
find that in practice density fluctuations are small (max-
imum of 2-3%), and so the compressibility has a minimal
effect on the dynamics.
IV. TOPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
RECONNECTION PROCESS
A. Visualising the Reconnection Process -
Vorticity Fieldlines
To achieve a more detailed understanding of the recon-
nection process vorticity fieldlines are plotted in Figure 4,
allowing analysis of the topological changes in the vortic-
ity field. At each time we integrate 50 fieldlines from seed
points in the symmetry plane (red lines; threads) and di-
viding plane (blue lines; reconnected bridge fieldlines).
Specifically, the vortex lines are initiated from starting
points that are equally spaced along contour lines of |ω|
in the plane in question, at 30% of the maximum vortic-
ity in the plane. This permits the identification of new
features of the reconnection process, as described below.
From Figure 4 we observe the rotation of the vortex tubes
and evidence of reconnection. The reconnection process
begins at the leading edge of the vortex tubes in z, in
the relatively weak ‘head’ of the double vortex sheet –
Figure 4(b). This occurs due to the shape of the dou-
ble vortex sheet, with the stronger vorticity in the ‘head’
moving faster along z than weaker vorticity of the ‘tail’
[8]. The higher vorticity at the leading edge leads to a
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FIG. 4. Vorticity fieldlines plotted from 30% |ω| contours at x = 0 (red) and y = 0 (blue) at (a) t = 0, (b) t = 30, (c) t = 60,
(d) t = 90, (e) t = 120 and (f) t = 150. Inset: |ω| isosurface of 30% maximum |ω| at the x = −3 boundary, plotted over the
full numerical domain.
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FIG. 5. Contour plots of ωx (shaded, filled contours) and
(∇ × ω)z (unfilled contours; solid positive, dashed negative)
in the x = 0 plane, at (a) t = 35, (b) t = 51, (c) t = 75, (d)
t = 120.
higher (∇× ω)z which induces reconnection.
As the bridges evolve the threads begin to wrap around
them, and the curvature of the thread vortex lines
changes – Figure 4(c-e). This new curvature means the
thread vortex lines begin to separate, slowing the recon-
nection process and ultimately preventing it from being
‘complete’ – i.e. preventing all thread flux from being con-
verted to bridge flux [7]. The geometry of the field lines
post reconnection at early times shows a pronounced cusp
shape (Figure 4b), which gradually smooths out as the
field lines retract from the reconnection site [for more de-
tails see 41]. At later times, the Kelvin waves develop as
part of the process, as shown in Figure 4(d-f).
B. Flux Evolution
1. Reconnection at the symmetry plane
Here we quantify the rate of reconnection of vortic-
ity flux by two methods. The first involves invoking
symmetry and measuring the fluxes through the sym-
metry and dividing planes. The second involves inte-
grating (∇ × ω) · dl along an appropriate path and in-
voking the theory presented in Section I B. Considering
the first method, the vorticity flux in both the symme-
try and dividing planes is plotted in Figure 6(a). The
sum of these two fluxes is plotted as the dotted line – in
a simple symmetric reconnection process (obtained for
lower Reynolds number) this sum is expected to be con-
stant; the reason that it is not is discussed below. In
Figure 6(b) we see that the reconnection rate increases
rapidly to its maximum, after which it begins to stall as
the newly reconnected bridges inhibit the reconnection
of subsequent fieldlines. After t ≈ 65, the rate tails off,
but remains non-zero as the elongated threads reconnect
after the main event.
Consider now method 2 for calculating the rate of re-
connection. The layer within which the reconnection
takes place can be identified by the region of enhanced
(∇×ω) ·ω. Within this layer lies the central axis of the
box (the z-axis) where the vorticity is zero by symmetry
(at least at early times), and where the vortex lines are
locally planar as seen in Figure 1. Thus the reconnection
occurs exactly along the X-line, along which |ω| = 0 and
(∇×ω)z 6= 0, and the reconnection rate can thus be mea-
sured as discussed in Subsection I B by integrating along
the X-line. When the vortex tubes first press together,
(∇×ω) ·ω is concentrated in a well localised layer in the
centre of the box (Figure 7a). However, at later times
this layer stretches quite far along the tube (as seen by
the contours in the dividing plane – Figure 7b). Inte-
grating ν(∇× ω)z along the central axis (dashed curve,
Figure 6(b)) gives a measure of the reconnection rate that
closely matches the brute-force flux measurements (solid
curve, Figure 6(b)). We note however that both meth-
ods rely on the assumption of a symmetric reconnection
process, while this symmetry is broken at higher Re by
8(a)
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FIG. 6. (a) Vorticity flux measured at x = 0 (solid), y = 0
(dashed) and total of both (dotted) as a function of time (b)
Reconnection rate measured from rate of change of vorticity
flux through the symmetry and dividing planes (solid) and by
integrating (∇× ω)z along the central axis (dashed).
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability as well as the formation
of additional vortex rings (see below). The difference is
that method 2 can in principle be extended to take ac-
count of this breaking of the symmetry: one only has to
first identify the path of the X-line(s) in the domain and
integrate along them, and in this way the changes in flux
connectivity are measured.
2. Additional Vortex Rings
For Re >∼ 800, analysis of the vortex lines reveals re-
connection events out of the symmetry plane where the
main reconnection occurs. This additional reconnection
creates new vortex rings; some examples from the simu-
lation with Re = 4000 are shown by green field lines in
Figure 8. These rings constitute additional flux through
(a)
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FIG. 7. (∇× ω)z contour plot in the dividing plane (y = 0)
at t = 45 and t = 90.
the dividing plane, and are the reason for the ‘bump’
on the dotted curve in Figure 6(a). They are associated
with the formation of extra null-lines close to the divid-
ing plane – both X-lines (between the rings) and O-lines
(at their centres). In Figure 9 we plot a lower bound to
the flux in these additional rings, and we observe a sharp
peak followed by a rapid dissipation between t ≈ 60 and
t ≈ 80. Since the threads are very close together when
they reconnect the flux rings formed are very thin (in
y) and annihilate shortly after forming. Small remnants
of the rings are left over after this annihilation, and at
later times the elongated threads reconnect at multiple
locations, creating high aspect ratio vortex rings – see
Figure 8(d). At higher values of Re, progressively more
of these rings are created and then annihilated (Figure 9).
We note however, that at higher Re the rings become in-
creasingly difficult to identify computationally, as they
become progressively longer and thinner, while at cer-
tain times we observe a ‘cascade’ of rings forming away
from the symmetry plane (x = 0; see e.g. Figure 8b). At
Re = 2000 (red curve in Figure 9) all additional rings ap-
pear to be centred on the z-axis, and do not overlap/wrap
into the bridges – these are readily identifiable with our
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FIG. 8. Threads (red) plotted from 30% maximum ωx con-
tours at x = 0, bridges (blue) plotted from 30% maximum
ωy contours at y = 0, additional vortex ring fieldlines (green)
plotted from 30% maximum ωy (of opposite sign to bridges)
contours at y = 0, Re = 4000 at (a) t = 54, (b) t = 63, (c)
t = 111 and (d) t = 138.
FIG. 9. Vorticity flux in the dividing plane due to additional
vortex rings as a function of time. For Re = 4000 (purple),
2000 (red) and 800 (blue).
algorithm and thus the plot gives a relatively accurate
indication of the flux in the rings. However, the purple
curve in the figure representing the flux in the rings for
Re = 4000 definitely provides an underestimate, since it
misses both the cascade and the rings that wrap into the
bridges (Figure 8d). This is the reason why the red curve
overtakes the purple one at late times. We note further
that these additional vortex rings could be responsible
for the ‘curved vortex belts’ of [42]. Importantly, the
vortex rings do not show up clearly in isosurface plots
and were therefore missed by many previous studies –
they are revealed only by plotting the vortex lines.
C. Field line helicity and ‘internal’ reconnection
In addition to the reconnection of vortex lines between
the two anti-parallel tubes – that creates the primary
and secondary vortex rings as described above – we also
find a reconnection of vortex lines within each individual
tube that is previously unexplored. In order to exam-
ine this we require to understand the internal topological
structure of vortex lines within each tube. ‘Internal’ re-
connection within the tubes is expected to occur when a
significant twist is imparted to field lines, and takes the
form of a rotational slippage in the connectivity of fluid
elements by vortex lines as shown in Figure 2(a,b) [e.g.
31].
A powerful measure of the topology of the vorticity
field is the kinetic helicity
H =
∫
V
v · ω dV, (11)
that measures the tangling – or more precisely the net
linkage – of vortex lines within the domain V [43]. This
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(a)
(b)
FIG. 10. Isosurfaces of |v · ω| (cyan), |ω · (∇ × ω)| (red),
and |ω| (inset, green), in each case at 10% of the domain
maximum, for (a) t = 45, and (b) t = 75.
gives a single value for the whole domain, while more
detailed information can be obtained by evaluating the
field line helicity,
h(x0) =
∫
F (x0)
v · ω dl, (12)
which measures the net winding of all vortex lines in
the domain (weighted by their flux) with the vortex line
F (x0) through the point x0 [44]. There is an intimate
link between the helicity and the reconnection process
that can permit a change in the field line tangling. Recall
that (∇ × ω) · ω – necessary for 3D reconnection – is a
source term in the evolution equation for helicity [16],
and indeed 3D reconnection is known to redistribute the
helicity density within the domain. Generation of helicity
in 3D vortex reconnection was discussed by [21].
For our initial condition, a single perturbed tube has
zero helicity, since each vortex line lies in a plane and
therefore has no self-twist [45]. Once the tube pair is in-
troduced a small total unsigned helicity of ∼ 1.3×10−3 is
present due to the tube curvature, that leads to a mutual
helicity between the pair (of equal and opposite sign in
the two halves of each tube at x > 0 and x < 0 by sym-
metry). It is important to note that the helicity density
v ·ω is not a Galilean invariant (although H is). As such,
care must be taken in ascribing physical significance to
its value. The reader is referred to discussions in [21, 46],
and references therein. Importantly, H is an inviscid in-
variant, while v · ω is not. Nevertheless, in a given ref-
erence frame, changes in the spatial distribution of the
helicity density can still give a clue to the nature of the
reconnection process. Here we calculate v · ω using the
native reference frame of the simulations, a natural choice
since it minimises the unsigned helicity density prior to
perturbation of the tubes, and respects the symmetry
of the vortex tubes. An alternative choice is suggested
in section 7.2 of [46]. We have verified that calculating
the helicity density using this alternative choice of frame
maintains all of the qualitative properties presented here,
with peak value of v · ω changing by < 10%.
With the above caveats in mind, as the tubes evolve
we note the development of significant local concentra-
tions of helicity density v · ω – see Figure 10 [and also
the discussion of 8]. We hypothesise that the concentra-
tions of |v · ω| are generated because the fluid elements
at the symmetry plane rotate faster than those at the
x = ±3 boundaries, twisting the vortex lines around the
tube axes and leading to a concentration of |v ·ω| in the
vortex sheet (Figure 10a). This is suggested by the en-
hanced intensity of |ω| in the mid-plane compared with at
x = ±3, though quantifying this relative twist precisely
is difficult since the vortex line evolution is not ideal close
to the reconnection site, but rather there is some slippage
between the field lines and flow. Later in the simulation
the helicity density is most strongly concentrated within
the threads as shown in Figure 10(b). This helicity is
associated with the wrapping of the threads around the
reconnected bridges. We note from the Figure that the
Galilean invariant ω · (∇×ω) is focussed in the same re-
gions as the kinetic helicity, though is even more localised
in space. The distribution of both v · ω and ω · (∇× ω)
is reminiscent of that observed during reconnection of
vortex rings [46].
As twist is introduced within the vortex tubes, we also
observe the generation of regions of non-zero (∇ × ω)‖.
The dynamics in these regions allows the vortex lines to
slip (breaking the connections between opposite points
on the x = ±3 boundaries), and the twist is dissipated.
This type of reconnection is very different conceptually
from the flux exchange between the tubes; nevertheless
its importance in magnetised plasmas is now appreciated.
Experimental evidence of this internal change of twist
within vortex tubes and the relation to changes of helicity
has recently been reported by Scheeler et al. [13].
To examine this behaviour in detail we calculate the
field line helicity h for field line segments between the
boundary and either the symmetry or dividing plane (by
symmetry h is always zero for the full field line within
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the domain). We also calculate
Ψ =
∫
F (x0)
(∇× ω) · ω dl (13)
along the same segments of the vortex lines – which we
call the ‘slipping rate’ due to its relation with the recon-
nection rate in 3D – and compare the distribution of the
two quantities.
Figure 11 shows a strong similarity between the pat-
terns of the slipping rate Ψ and the field line helicity h
over field lines. The presence of both positive and neg-
ative regions of Ψ indicates that reconnection is leading
to a twisting/untwisting in both a right- and left-handed
sense within the tube, correlated with the sign of h. Cal-
culating a per-field-line linear Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient for the two quantities yields values 0.66, 0.58, 0.38,
and 0.74 for the times displayed in Figure 11, indicating
a moderate correlation between h and Ψ. The left panels
in the Figure show how the main reconnection between
the tubes proceeds. The spatial distribution of recon-
nected field lines at a given time within the tube is more
complex than might initially be expected. In particular,
we see at t = 48 that the footprint of the reconnected
field lines on the x = −3 plane exhibits a spiral pattern,
due to the twisting of the field lines in the tube. Ex-
amining h at the same time we see that it is strongly
concentrated in the vicinity of these reconnected vortex
lines. Examining the plots at t = 90 we observe that at
later times the twist (as measured by h) becomes con-
centrated along the threads as they are wrapped around
the bridges. We emphasise again that h is not Galilean
invariant, and so changes in its value are not sufficient to
characterise a change of vortex line structure. However,
the relative distribution of h gives some insights into the
local structure during the reconnection process.
The contour plots of Ψ allow us to estimate the vortic-
ity flux that is reconnecting within each tube, by seeking
local maxima and minima of Ψ – as described by [47].
These maxima and minima of Ψ can be combined to give
different measures of the reconnected flux, which can be
interpreted as the net and gross reconnection rates. The
net reconnection rate takes into account only the dif-
ference between the global maxima and minima of Ψ
(dashed line, Figure 12), while the total, or gross, re-
connection rate is obtained by examining adjacent lo-
cal maxima and minima of Ψ – for a full discussion see
[47]. Applying those techniques we find that the mini-
mum measure of the flux reconnected is approximately
equal to the total flux of a single vortex tube (note that
this flux is 0.4 in non-dimensional code units). Therefore
on average each field line is reconnected once ‘internally’
within the tube during the whole evolution. We find that
the temporal maximum of Ψ occurs after the main recon-
nection, probably due to the oscillations observed on the
main reconnected vortex rings.
V. RECONNECTION BETWEEN THREE
VORTEX TUBES
A. Simulation setup
Thus far we have considered the reconnection of two
anti-parallel vortex tubes, in which the main reconnec-
tion process itself is found to be locally two-dimensional.
We complete our study of vortex line geometry during
vortex reconnection by studying a fully 3D vortex re-
connection process – motivated by the observation that
2D and 3D reconnection are fundamentally different (see
Section I B). In order to analyse fully 3D reconnection,
we consider the addition of a third vortex tube to the
system. The additional vortex tube is located perpen-
dicular to both anti-parallel tubes, centred on the z-axis
where the symmetry and dividing planes intersect, see
Figure 13(a). This geometry is chosen to provide a non-
zero component of ω along the X-line at which reconnec-
tion took place in the previously described simulations.
As before we ensure that a negligible amount of flux
connects between the tubes at t = 0. To ensure this,
we choose the perpendicular vortex tube to have a ra-
dius of ∼ 0.3 (compared to ∼ 0.6 for the anti-parallel
tubes). To maintain the periodic boundary conditions
in x and y for computational tractability, the vorticity
flux associated with the perpendicular tube must be zero
(otherwise there would be a net circulation around the
xy-boundary). Thus the vortex tube consist of a ‘core’
within which ωz has one sign, surrounded by an oppo-
site sign ‘shell’. Specifically, it is constructed by taking
cylindrical co-ordinates (r, φ, z) centred on the z-axis,
and setting v = vφeφ, with
vφ =
3
4r
(
tanh(50r2)− tanh(48r2)) . (14)
To aid discussion the anti-parallel vortex tubes will be
referred to as A1 and A2. The perpendicular vortex tube
will be referred to as P, and its core and outer shell
Pc and Ps, respectively. Apart from the addition of P,
the simulations are identical to those described above.
We primarily describe the results of a simulation with
Re = 2000.
B. Qualitative Evolution and Vorticity Isosurfaces
The system begins with a surface of zero vorticity be-
tween Pc and Ps on which ∇×ω 6= 0, causing the flux of
P to begin annihilating, across the null surface between
Pc and Ps (note that the magnitude of P is sufficiently
large that an appreciable ωz remains on the z-axis when
the anti-parallel tubes impinge on that region). As A1
and A2 rotate towards each other P is squeezed. This
breaks the symmetry required for flux annihilation, and
instead we have a reconnection process that creates vor-
tex lines connecting between Pc and Ps, this reconnection
occurring at a ring-shaped null line where P is squeezed.
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t=48
t=90
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t=21
FIG. 11. Contour plots, from left to right, of vorticity magnitude (red, threads; blue, bridges) field line helicity h, and field line
‘slipping’ rate Ψ, in the plane x = −3. Threads and bridges are distinguished in the left frame by tracing vortex lines from a
grid of points and determining whether they connect to x = 3 or back to x = −3.
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FIG. 12. Estimates of the cumulative flux reconnected inter-
nally within the tubes. Solid curve is the maximum measure
of total flux reconnected (See Equation (21) of Wyper and
Hesse [47]); dashed curve is the minimal measure or ‘net’ flux
reconnected (see Equation (19) of [47]).
However, we will focus our attention on reconnection be-
tween A1, A2 and P. To study the reconnection pro-
cess we concentrate below on visualising the vortex lines.
However, one interesting feature is most clearly seen by
looking at the |ω| isosurfaces. Specifically, the velocity
associated with P leads to an asymmetry in A1 and A2
as they approach, meaning that the vortex sheet will not
form exactly in the dividing plane (y = 0), as shown
in Figure 14(a). In addition, bridge-like structures are
formed between A1 and A2 and P.
Further insight can be gained by examining the dis-
tribution of |ω| in the x = 0 and y = 0 planes (though
note that these are no longer symmetry planes), in Fig-
ures 14(c,d). The presence of each of A1, A2 and P is
clear to identify. Also, the curve in Ps around z = −7
explains the bridges seen in Figure 14(a). The most im-
portant feature observed in these plots is a region of very
weak vorticity just above (in z) A1 and A2 (marked by
a red box), which as we will see below contains a vortex
null point. This has implications for the topology of the
vorticity field in the vicinity of the reconnection site, see
below.
C. Visualising the Reconnection Process -
Vorticity Fieldlines
In order to visualise the reconnection process we plot
vortex lines originating from contours of |ω| on the
x = ±3, z = −12 and z = 0 planes – Figure 13. The
vortex lines are plotted from contours at 30% of the indi-
vidual maximum |ω| for each ofA1,A2,Pc,Ps. By t = 15
in (b) we see P twisting so that it can reconnect with A1
and A2 in a configuration with anti-parallel vortex lines
[28]. At t = 30 in (c) the fieldlines from A1 and A2 and P
have begun reconnecting but we also see some field lines
from P that have reconnected twice, such that they now
wrap on the outside of A1 and A2 (so that they penetrate
both top and bottom z boundaries). This double recon-
nection essentially allows A1 and A2 to pass through P
(in a manner similar to the “tunnel” interaction of mag-
netic flux tubes described by [48]), and allows A1 and
A2 to proceed towards one another. In (d-f) we observe
vortex lines from A1 and A2 connecting to the top of the
box close to the central axis: A1 and A2 are reconnect-
ing with one another, but the vortex lines connect in an
intermediate step to Pc.
Interestingly, vortex lines no longer lie locally in a
plane when they reconnect, but rather are seen to exhibit
a finite angle of inclination across the vortex sheet – see
Figure 14(b). This means that the reconnection process
is fully 3D, thus implying that vortex lines do not re-
connect pairwise along a single line, but rather reconnect
throughout a finite volume, defined by (∇ × ω) · ω 6= 0
[14].
D. Generation of null points
As A1 and A2 reconnect sequentially with vortex lines
of P, the thread field lines of A1 and A2 eventually meet
at the z-axis. Subsequently, A1 and A2 begin reconnect-
ing with one another through this central axis. At t = 0,
ωz < 0 along the entire z-axis. However, we observe
that when A1 and A2 impinge on the z-axis, it leads to
the generation of region of ωz > 0 on a segment of the
z-axis. This coincides with the generation of a pair of
vorticity null points of opposite topological degree, con-
sistent with the discussion in Section I B. These vorticity
nulls are located by applying a numerical implementation
of the method described by [49]. To understand the na-
ture of the vorticity field around the null point pairs we
plot their fans and spines (see Section I B) together with
some neighbouring vortex lines in Figure 15.
For the simulation with Re = 800, the fans and spines
are seen to follow the geometry of the reconnecting anti-
parallel tubes (Figure 15a). In particular, they lie be-
tween the threads and the reconnected vortex rings, and
are oriented such that there is a topologically stable sep-
arator formed by the intersection of the fan surfaces that
connects the nulls (see Section I B). With this orien-
tation, there is reconnection occurring at the separator,
and what is more it involves the transfer of flux between
the flux domains delineated by the associated separatrix
surfaces, exactly as in the prototype separator reconnec-
tion models for magnetic fields [e.g. 19, 50]. We also
note, however, that the separator field line is relatively
short, and that only a fraction of the flux is reconnected
through the separator.
Turning now to the simulation with Re = 2000, we find
a completely different configuration of the vortex lines in
the vicinity of the null point pair created (Figure 15b).
In particular, calculation of the eignevectors of ∇ω at
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FIG. 13. 30% of maximum vorticity fieldlines at x = −3, 3 boundaries (red and blue) and z = −12, 0 boundaries (green (Ps)
and yellow (Pc)) at (a) t = 0, (b) t = 15, (c) t = 30, (d) t = 45, (e) t = 60 and (f) t = 90 for Re = 2000.
the null reveals that, in contrast to the lower Re simu-
lations, the spines align themselves approximately with
the z-axis and the fan surfaces form into a nearly closed
configuration reminiscent of a ‘spheromak’ geometry [51]
– though note that they cannot form a completely closed
flux surface for any finite time [52, 53]. It is also worth
noting that there are indications of additional pairs of
nulls forming at higher values of Re.
E. Flux Evolution
Due to the absence of symmetry, flux measurements
in the x = 0 and y = 0 planes cannot be used to mea-
sure the rate of reconnection. Instead, to measure the
flux reconnected between each tube we use a brute force
method; we integrate a large number of vortex lines from
the footprint of A1 on the x = 3 plane, and determine to
which boundary they connect. These are then assigned
as having reconnected to A2, Ps, or Pc if they connect
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FIG. 14. (a) Vorticity isosurface at 30% of the maximum vorticity at the z = 0 boundary at t = 30. (b) Sample field lines at
t = 45, demonstrating that field lines are not antiparallel prior to reconnection – boundary shading shows |ω|. (c) Contours of
absolute vorticity in the symmetry plane x = 0 at t = 24, and (d) the same plot in the dividing plane. The red square marks
the location of the identified vortex nulls.
to x = −3, z = 0, z = −12, respectively. Fluxes are
then estimated by counting the numbers of field lines in
each category, weighted by the corresponding local area
and |ω| at x = 3. The flux between A1 and A2 is shown
in Figure 16(a), and compared with the estimated flux
reconnected based on the integration of (∇ × ω)‖ along
the z-axis (dashed line). The discrepancy is due to insta-
bilities that break the symmetry. The curves describing
the flux connecting A1 to Pc and Ps (Figure 16b) follow
a similar profile after their respective peaks due to the
annihilation of P. The delay in reconnection between A1
and Pc is clearly evident.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied examples of both 2D
and 3D reconnection processes, occuring between vortex
tubes. The focus was on the topology of vortex lines
during the reconnection process (in contrast to previous
studies that analysed mainly isosurfaces of the vorticity
magnitude). Our analyses provide new insights into the
interaction of vortex tubes, and in particular reveal that
the topology of the vorticity field during the process is
more complex than originally appreciated.
Considering first the interaction of an isolated pair of
anti-parallel vortex tubes, we noted features observed
previously by various authors, including the onset of the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, and the choking off of the
reconnection by thread curvature. The main new results
are as follows.
1. We have identified the generation of many small
flux rings, formed when reconnection occurs simul-
taneously at multiple locations in the vortex sheet
between the tubes. The rings form with varying
sizes during the interaction, and are more numer-
ous at higher Re. While such rings have been iden-
tified in the past, principally from isosurface plots
of |ω| [42, 54], this is to the best of our knowledge
the first time their flux has been quantified.
2. We demonstrated the link between regions of lo-
calised twist of the vortex lines and kinetic helicity
density oscillations.
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FIG. 15. 30% of maximum vorticity fieldlines at x = 0 (green)
and y = 0 (blue) with fans (red) and spines (black) plotted
from null points for (a) Re = 800, t = 48, and (b) Re =
2000, t = 93.
3. Consideration of three-dimensional reconnection
principles leads us to describe how to correctly mea-
sure the reconnection rate, even once instabilities
break the symmetry. It also allows us to identify for
the first time internal ‘slipping’ reconnection within
the vortex tubes due to buildup of twist gradients.
At Re = 4000, we find that on average all flux is
‘internally’ reconnected once within each tube.
These results permit a deeper understanding of the re-
connection process, and a systematic study at higher
Reynolds numbers would be an interesting future exten-
sion.
The introduction of a third vortex tube perpendicular
to the anti-parallel tubes was found to render the vor-
ticity field in the vicinity of the reconnection site fully
three-dimensional. The main results from these simula-
tions are as follows.
1. Vortex lines no longer lie locally in a plane when
they reconnect, but rather exhibit some finite angle
(a)
(b)
FIG. 16. (a) Estimated change in flux between A1 and A2
by integrating ν(∇×ω)z along the central axis (dashed), and
direct flux counting (solid line). (b) change in flux between
A1 and Pc (solid line) and between A1 and the Ps (dashed).
of inclination across the vortex sheet. This implies
that vortex lines no longer reconnect pairwise along
a single line, but rather reconnect throughout some
finite volume, defined by (∇× ω) · ω 6= 0 [14].
2. We noted the generation of pairs of vorticity null
points during the reconnection process, together
with associated separator field lines. The gener-
ation of vorticity null points is of interest given
their relevance for the problem of finite-time blow-
up [e.g. 55, 56].
In future it would be of interest to study a configuration
in which the perpendicular tube has no ‘return vortic-
ity’ shell (this requiring a change to the boundary con-
ditions), and to investigate the formation of vortex nulls
for different parameters. The exchange of kinetic helicity
between the vortex tubes, as well as the dependence on
17
Re should also be addressed in future.
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